Myelin-axon relationships established by rat vagal Schwann cells deep to the brainstem surface.
The central-peripheral transitional zones of rat dorsolateral vagal rootlets are highly complex. Peripheral nervous tissue extends centrally for up to several hundred micrometers deep to the brainstem surface along these rootlets. In some instances this peripheral nervous tissue lacks continuity with the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and so forms an island within the central nervous system (CNS). In conformity with the resulting complexity of the CNS-PNS interface, segments of vagal axons lying deep to the brainstem surface are myelinated by one or more intercalated Schwann cells, contained in peripheral tissue insertions or islands, at either end of which they traverse an astroglial barrier. Intercalated Schwann cells are thus isolated from contact or contiguity with the Schwann cells of the PNS generally. They are short, having a mean internodal length of around 60% of that of the most proximal Schwann cells of the PNS proper, which lie immediately distal to the CNS-PNS interface and which are termed transitional Schwann cells. The thickness of the myelin sheaths produced by intercalated Schwann cells is intermediate between that of transitional Schwann cells and that of oligodendrocytes myelinating vagal axons of the same calibre distribution. This is not due to limited blood supply or to insufficient numbers of intercalated Schwann cells, the density of which is greater than that of transitional Schwann cells. These factors are unlikely to restrict expression of their myelinogenic potential. Nevertheless, the regression data show that the setting of the myelin-axon relationship differs significantly between the two categories of Schwann cell. Thus, the myelinogenic response of Schwann cells to stimuli emanating from the same axons may differ between levels along one and the same nerve bundle. Mean myelin periodicity was found to differ between sheaths produced by intercalated and by transitional Schwann cells.